It is the purpose of this study to examine the domestic space arrangement of the private rental housings in kampung (urban village) settlement. Kampung Ngentak Sapen, an urban periphery settlement at Yogyakarta, Indonesia was selected as a case study due to the occurrence of a lot of its houses, which were gradually expanded to be a private rental housing. This study focused on how the households re-arrange their domestic space to be shared with the tenants. Besides, the implication of this change on spatial occupation within a private rental housing will be discussed. Investigations found that the occupation adjustment, spatial adjustment and extension of the original housing processes have developed the private rental housings. The domestic space arrangement of the private rental housing could be categorized into maximum separation, moderate separation, and minimum separation based on the number of spaces which might be interchangeably used by both the household and the tenants.
Introduction and Objectives of Study
Yogyakarta as those cities in developing country is up against the housing problem since there are many supply problems in the formal housing sector. However, the shortfall has been effectively compensated for by the self-help settlement, which is known as a kampung (urban village) settlement 1 . Even though tends to be seen as irregular, unplanned, and was faced to the infrastructure problems, however the kampung settlement system would play an important role in the future of city. The kampung settlement still continuously growing provides an affordable living space for the majority of urban inhabitant in various levels of income.
The ways of urban village inhabitant build the house in many stages have offered the opportunity for them to conduct a continuously spatial adjustment day by day. It provides the house types according to financial ability of inhabitant while offer the possibility for them to meet the contemporary requirements. Spatial arrangement and spatial function of house could be easily adapted to accommodate the number of family composition changes, appearance of new activities in a house, and other new demands.
Kampung Ngentak Sapen is one of those urban village settlements at Yogyakarta city where the spatial arrangement of its housings has been adjusted to fulfill the new requirements. As the consequence of a university development around this settlement, the students who lived there increased followed by the increasing numbers of rooms and housings demand. The inhabitant gradually expanded their original housing into a private rental housing by re-arrange the domestic space to accommodate the tenants while they could reside it.
The presence of the tenants together with the household's family within a house has compelled the household to adjust the domestic space utilization since a house constrains interface between different kinds of inhabitant 2 . This study is aimed to clarify how the households rearrange their previous domestic space to be shared with the tenants. The implication of this new arrangement on spatial occupation within the house also will be discussed. It could be useful to propose an appropriate planning which concern on the local dynamic of urban village settlement.
Method
Kampung Ngentak Sapen, one of an urban periphery settlement in Yogyakarta, was selected as a case study due to the occurrence of a lot of its houses within this settlement, which were gradually expanded to be a private rental housing (Fig.1 ). Data were gathered through multi-method data collection approaches consisting of observation, photographs, measurement, questionnaire, and informal interview. The research was began by conducting an observation of the whole of fieldwork area which consists of 4 sub-neighborhood units to find out the housing cases which were resided by both the household's family and the tenants. 21 housing cases which the area between the range of 51 to 280 meter square were selected to describe the ways of the households in re-arrange the domestic space of their previous house to be shared with tenants. Analysis is carried out at two levels; 1) house plan arrangement; 2) the way of the household's family and the tenants utilize the private rental housing spaces.
Private Rental Housing at Ngentak Sapen 3.1. Development Process into A Private Rental Housing
The households expanded their original house to be a private rental housing for many reasons: 1) to get a main family's income: The number of area within a house belongs to the household does not appears as the reason to refuse the tenants to live with. Even the area of her house is 51 meter square only, the household of case X3 decided to rent two of her three bedrooms for other Fig.1 . The Location of Study and Housing Cases families since she did not have any family's income as her husband death. She and her daughter occupied only 20% of total floor area for bedroom while they have to share a living room, a dining room, a kitchen, and a bathroom to be interchangeably used with tenants (Table  1) . 2) to get an additional family's income; 3) to make use of the empty rooms : Married children who move to their own house caused the decreasing number of family member lived within a house. The household resolved to rent those empty rooms for tenants to make use of it while they could get the family's income.
The common ways of the household in adjusting their previous house arrangement into a private rental housing could be classified into various development processes (Fig.2): 1) occupation adjustment: The spaces were switched from the owner to be occupied by the tenants without re-arrange the spatial formation of the previous house (house of X3, Y2, Y11). Bedroom appears as the common space that was shifted to be occupied by the tenants. The house of Y2 (Fig. 2. ) where a couple with two children ever lived could describe this occupation adjustment process. Since there were many empty bedrooms as married children move into their own houses, the household allowed the tenants to occupied those rooms while let them in an original arrangement. The tenants occupy bedrooms in front section of the house while the household in back section. The household treated the tenants as their own children and consented to interchangeably used a guest room, a living room, a kitchen, and bathroom with them.
2) spatial adjustment: The previous spatial arrangement of a house was adjusted by dividing the large rooms to provide smaller rooms followed by altered the spatial utilization. Domestic space of traditional house was compound of main house (dalem) with enclosed room (senthong), the attachment room (gandhok), and kitchen (pawon). The dalem and gandhok were built as a commodious room to be interchangeably used for sleeping, eating, leisure, and other domestic tasks in the past 3 . Since those rooms were composed in open lay out plan, they served possibility to be rearranged by inhabitants to meet the contemporary requirement. Build smaller room inside those rooms constitute a common simplest way to develop bedroom to be rented for tenants (house of X1, X6, X7, X9). As the consequence of this spatial adjustment, the household and families allowed to interchangeably used many spaces in many activities with tenants.
3) extension of the original house : The household expanded the house by attach the new rooms into the original house to be rented for tenants while keep the previous house arrangement (house of X4, Y3, Y4, Y7, Y9, Y10, Y12). The presence of tenants together with the household's family in the house does not compel the household to conduct spatial utilization adaptability on the previous house, since the space for tenants was separated from the household' space. The expansion room was added in backside (house of X4, Y4, Y12), in front (Y10), and in side of previous house (X8, Y3, Y7, Y9). 4) both spatial adjustment and extension of the previous house : The first stage of this private rental housing development was carried out by re-arrange the previous house to provide bedrooms for tenants. To serve more rental rooms the household therefore attached the new rooms into previous house to be rented (X2, X5, X8, Y1, Y5, Y6, Y8). Fig. 3 shows the development process of house X8 into a private rental house that was conducted firstly by adjusted the spatial arrangement then followed by extended the previous house by build the new rooms in front and back of his original house.
Spatial Utilization and Occupation
The household conducted various expansion processes into a private rental housing according to their need based on the number of previous house area availability and its arrangement. The ways of the household places the rental rooms within the house could be categorized into: 1) at the back of main house; 2) at main house while the household lives in backside; 3) at the side of main house; 4) shared main house together between household and tenants 4 . It is the common way to develop private rental housing based on gender group difference. A private rental house is available for female or male tenants only. But the household of case X8 developed rental rooms for both female and male tenants. The household compounded each gender group in separated space with separated shared space. The male tenants occupy the rooms in front and side of his main house while the female tenants at backside.
Spatial use and occupation was clarified through inhabitant activities investigation by means of questionnaire. Activities of household and tenants in each place of house were identified using taxonomy:1) entertain task 2) domestic task; 3) leisure; 4) common family needs; 5) private needs 5 . Each place of house was identified using topology: 1) front house; 2) inner house; 3) back house 6 . Spatial relationship between household and tenants is classified into (Fig. 4) : 1) maximum separation: The household arranged the separated spaces to be used by themselves and tenants to avoid an interface appearance between them (house of X4, X8, Y1, Y3, Y4, Y7, Y9, Y10, Y11). Both the household and tenants have their own guest room, living room, dining room, bathroom, and kitchen. A rental bedroom that could be resided by one or two of single tenants served a private need requirement for tenants. To fulfill other needs requirement the household arranged the shared space such a kitchen, a living room, and bathroom to be used among the tenants.
2) moderate separation: Both the household and tenants have their own guest room, living room, dining room, and kitchen. Those rooms constitute the shared space to be interchangeably used among the tenants. The household and tenants just interchangeably used a bathroom and washing room (house of X2, X6, Y11)
. It means that an interface between household and tenants might happened only at the back side of house.
3) minimum separation: Expansion process into a private rental housing through both occupation and spatial adjustment have a consequence on the appearance of shared spaces. Those spaces including front section, main section, and back section of house have to be interchangeably used by household and tenant partially or entirely. This sort of private rental housing arrangement could be categorized into: A. entirely share : Both household and the tenants only have their own bedroom to fulfill a private need requirement. Other spaces such as guest room, dining room, living room, kitchen and bathroom were interchangeably used between household and tenants for domestic task, leisure, and common family need (house of X3). B. partially share: The household arranged bedroom and a dining room to be used by themselves, while serve a bedroom for each tenants. Space for leisure and domestic task, including for bathing and cooking, were interchangeably used between household and tenants (X7, X9, Y2, Y5, Y6, Y8). Even the house of X1 and X5 used the separated space for cooking, however other domestic tasks were conducted in a shared space (Table 1 ).
Implication on Spatial Occupation
The extension processes into a private rental housing have changed the spatial occupation of previous house in many cases, but not changed in other cases. The households who build the new rooms to be attached into their previous house (X4, Y3, Y4, Y7, Y9, Y10, Y12) could develop a private rental housing while keep their previous spatial occupancy rate.
Even the households have lost 10-50% of their previous spatial occupation to be shifted for tenants usage, however most of those cases could live in spatial occupancy rate limitation ( Table 2 ). The spatial occupancy rate of house cases of X3, X7, Y5, and Y6 of are under the minimum limitation that was determined by the Regional Government in the amount of 10-meter square per person.
There is a high difference of spatial occupancy rate between household and tenants ( Table 3 ). The average of household spatial occupancy is 18.4-meter square per person with the minimum 6.9 and the maximum 45-meter square per person. The average of tenant's spatial occupancy is 6.9-meter square per person with the minimum 3.8 and the maximum 15.1-meter square per person.
Conclusion
The study on domestic space arrangement of private rental housing which was conducted in Kampung Ngentak Sapen conclude that: 1) The development process into a private rental housing could be realized through: occupation adjustment, spatial adjustment, and extension of the previous house. It depends on the number of area belongs to the household and spatial arrangement of previous house. 2) Spatial arrangement of private rental housing was categorized into: maximum separation (both household and tenant carry out all needs in separated spaces), moderate separation (only bathroom that constitutes a back section of house was interchangeably used by household and tenant), minimum separation (front house, main house, and back house were interchangeably used between household and tenants partially and entirely) 3) Even the households have lost 10-50% of their previous spatial occupation to be used for tenants, however they could live in spatial occupancy limitation rate determined by the Regional Government.
